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Antica Pesa
"Originally Established In Support Of The Generosity Of Their Fellow Countrymen"
#1 Recommended Friends Restaurant in Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. (view list) (/search?
country=u.s.a.&state=new+york&city=brooklyn&industry=eateries&theme=friends&category[]=restaurant)  

Welcome To Antica Pesa

Since the 17th century, villagers in Vatican City used scales to portion food brought in from local

farmers to give to the less fortunate. In 1922, the Panella family opened a restaurant in the

nearby Roman neighborhood, Trastevere, and named it Antica Pesa (The Old Scales) in support of

the generosity of their fellow countrymen. Generations later, in 2012, the family opened an

outpost in Williamsburg Brooklyn, paying homage to their Roman home.

This New York neighborhood, like Trastevere, has not only grown from the grim times that have

helped forge its character but it is also located on the other side of a river, with the heart of the city facing it.

Both establishments follow two fundamental guidelines: to rework traditional recipes from Roman cuisine and to utilize local, seasonal and mostly

organic products, with a nod to modern trends. In 2015, the Panella family opened a third Antica Pesa in Doha, Qatar as they continue in their

international pursuit to share their cuisine and ideology.

Cuisine

Our menus feature homemade pastas, homemade desserts, the �nest Italian imported cheeses and olive oils, and farm-to-

table ingredients.

Press

Zagat
NYC's Best Italian Restaurants: From old-school red sauce joints to modern takes on Grandma’s homemade cooking, New Yorkers will be singing

“that’s amore” to these Italian favorites.

10 sexiest restaurant in NYC. […] Between the swanky ambiance, Italian hospitality and luscious plates of pasta, you’ll feel temporarily transported

without leaving the borough.

The New York Times
Their menu is dominated by Roman classics, including spaghetti cacio e pepe, spaghetti carbonara and roast lamb, paired with a strictly Italian wine

list.
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Eater
The Williamsburg kids might not care about Roman import Antica Pesa, but the A-list celebrities and moguls sure do love this place. Just look at all

the photos from proprietor Francesco Panella’s Instagram feed.
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THE WORLDWIDE TRAVEL GUIDE
Find top rated hotels, experience exciting activities, dine at delicious restaurants, and
enjoy vibrant nightlife from around the world.

You also save money when you contact our recommended travel businesses direct.
Simply reach out by phone, email, or visit their websites to �nd the best deals!
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